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Abstract
An n-dimensional manifold M (n ≥ 3) is called generalized graph
manifold if it is glued of blocks that are trivial bundles of (n− 2)-tori
over compact surfaces (of negative Euler characteristic) with bound-
ary. In this paper two obstructions for generalized graph manifold to
be nonpositively curved are described.
Each 3-dimensional generalized graph manifold with boundary car-
ries a metric of nonpositive sectional curvature in which the boundary
is flat and geodesic (B. Leeb). The last part of this paper contains an
example of 4-dimensional generalized graph manifold with boundary,
which does not admit a metric of nonpositive sectional curvature with
flat and geodesic boundary.
0 Introduction
0.1 Generalized graph manifolds. Let n ≥ 3. A generalized graph
manifold is a compact n-dimensional manifold consisting of finitely many
blocks
M =
⋃
v∈V
Mv.
We require that the following conditions 1-3 to be fulfilled.
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1. Each block Mv, v ∈ V is homeomorphic to T
n−2 × Sv, where T
n−2 is
the (n−2)-dimensional torus and Sv is a compact oriented surface with
boundary and with negative Euler characteristic.
2. The manifold M is glued from its blocks by diffeomorphisms between
their boundary (n− 1)-tori.
3. The gluing diffeomorphisms do not identify the homotopy classes of the
fiber (n− 2)-tori.
Note that the decomposition is unique (up to isotopy). If n = 3 our definition
gives a class M0 of irreducible Haken graph manifolds. Each irreducible
Haken graph manifold M has a covering manifold M˜ ∈ M0 (see [1]).
0.2 Geometrization of a block. Let Mv ≃ T
n−2 × Sv be a block
in a n-dimensional generalized graph manifold M . A metric of nonpositive
sectional curvature on Mv is said to be geometrization of Mv if
1. all boundary (n− 1)-tori of Mv are flat and geodesic;
2. all fiber (n− 2)-tori in Mv are flat, geodesic and isometric.
A block is geometrizable if and only if it admits a metric of nonpositive
sectional curvature in which its boundary tori are flat and geodesic (see [2],
and [3]).
0.3 Geometrization of a manifold. We say that a generalized graph
manifold M is geometrizable if it admits a metric of nonpositive sectional
curvature which induced a geometrization on each its block. A generalized
graph manifold M is geometrizable if and only if and only if it admits a
metric of nonpositive sectional curvature in which its boundary tori are flat
and geodesic (if M is closed, then it is geometrizable iff it admits a metric of
nonpositive sectional curvature, see [2], and [3]).
In [2], S. V. Buyalo and V. L. Kobel’skii found necessary and sufficient
conditions for closed generalized graph manifolds to carry a metric of non-
positive sectional curvature.
0.4 Results. In this paper two topological invariants c (M), c′ (M) ∈ Z
of generalized graph manifold M are described (see 3.1 and 4.1). If any of
the numbers is nonpositive then M does not admit a geometrization.
Each 3-dimensional generalized graph manifold with boundary admits
a geometrization (B. Leeb). The last section contains an example of 4-
dimensional generalized graph manifold with boundary, which does not admit
a geometrization (theorem 5.1).
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1 Some notations
Let M be a generalized gaph manifold and let V be the set of its blocks.
Let v ∈ V . We define a set ∂v as the set of boundary components of the
block Mv:
∂Mv =
⋃
w∈∂v
Tw
(each Tw is (n − 1)-dimensional torus). Now we divide all boundary tori in
two classes:
W =
{
w ∈
⋃
v∈V
∂v | Tw 6⊂ ∂M
}
, W∂ =
{
w ∈
⋃
v∈V
∂v | Tw ⊂ ∂M
}
.
A torus Tw, w ∈ W is called gluing torus. The gluing diffeomorphisms
induce a permutation ϕ :W →W (the torus Tw, w ∈ W is glued with torus
Tϕ(w) inM). If w ∈ W , we use the notation −w for ϕ(w) and ψw : Tw → T−w
for the gluing diffeomorphism.
2 Geometrization of a block
2.1 Waldhausen bases. Let Lw = H1(Tw,Z) ≃ Z
n−1, w ∈ ∂v and
ιwv : Fv → Lw be the inclusion of the first homology group of a fiber of the
block Mv = T
n−2 × Sv. Note, that ι
w
v (Fv) = Fw is a maximal subgroup of
Lw. A set {zw ∈ Lw|w ∈ ∂v} represents a boundary if∑
w∈∂v
(ιw)∗zw = 0 ∈ H1(Mv,Z),
where ιw : Tw →Mv is the inclusion Tw ⊂ ∂Mv ⊂Mv.
Let (f 1v , . . . , f
n−2
v ) be a basis in Fv and let a set {zw ∈ Lw|w ∈ ∂v}
represents a boundary. Then for each w ∈ ∂v the set
(zw, fw) = (zw, ι
w
v f
1
v , . . . , ι
w
v f
n−2
v )
is a basis in Lw. The set {(zw, fw) |w ∈ ∂v} is called Waldhausen basis of the
blockMv. If (f¯
1
v , . . . , f¯
n−2
v ) is another basis in Fv and a set {z¯w ∈ Lw|w ∈ ∂v}
represents a boundary, then there exists a set of matrices
hw =
(
det σv 0
nw σv
)
∈ SLn−1(Z), w ∈ ∂v
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such that
(z¯w, f¯w) = (zw, fw) · hw = (det σv · zw + fwnw, fwσv)
for each w ∈ ∂v (here f¯w = (ι
w
v f¯
1
v , . . . , ι
w
v f¯
n−2
v )). It is clear that
∑
w∈∂v nw = 0
(see [2]).
2.2 The Leeb conditions. Each geometrization of Mv defines (and
is defined by) a set of positively definite quadratic forms {βw : Lw → R |w ∈
∂v}, such that
L1) the map βw ◦ ι
w
v : Fv → R does not depend on w ∈ ∂v;
L2) if a set of classes {zw ∈ Lw|w ∈ ∂v} represents a boundary then∑
w∈∂v
Bw(zw, ι
w
v h) = 0 for any h ∈ Fv
(here Bw is the bilinear form associated with βw). The conditions L1,2 are
called the Leeb conditions (see [2], and [3]). We note that the condition L2
is correct: if it is true for some set {zw ∈ Lw} represented a boundary then
so is for each set {z¯w ∈ Lw} represented a boundary:∑
w∈∂v
Bw(z¯w, ι
w
v h) =
∑
w∈∂v
Bw(det σv · zw + fwnw, ι
w
v h) =
= (det σv)
∑
w∈∂v
Bw(zw, ι
w
∗
h) +Bv(fv, h)
∑
w∈∂v
nw = 0.
Here Bv = (ι
w
v )
∗Bw (by L1 it is correctly defined).
2.3 The Gram matrix. Let (z, f)v = {(zw, fw) |w ∈ ∂v} be a
Waldhausen basis of the block Mv. We define a set of Gram matrices
{G
(z,f)v
w |w ∈ ∂v} for the geometrization { βw}w∈∂v in the basis (z, f)v as
follows:
G(z,f)vw =
 xw lw
lTw Gv
 ,
where the number xw, the (n − 2)-row lw, and the square matrix Gv are
defined by
xw = Bw(zw, zw), (lw)i = Bw(zw, ι
w
v f
i
v), (Gv)ij = Bv(f
i
v, f
j
v ) .
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The condition L2 gives∑
w∈∂v
lw =
∑
w∈∂v
Bw(zw, ι
w
v fv) = 0,
so the row
∑
w lw is zero. It is clear, that if (z¯w, f¯w) = (zw, fw) ·hw is another
Waldhausen basis, then G
(z¯,f¯)v
w = hTwG
(z,f)v
w hw.
3 The first obstruction
Let M be a n-dimensional generalized graph manifold, let Mv, Mv′ be
blocks in M and let ψw : Tw → T−w be the gluing map (here w ∈ ∂v,
−w ∈ ∂v′). If the generalized graph manifold M has a geometrization (as it
described in 2.2) then the induced maps Ψw : (Lw, βw)→ (L−w, β−w)
(z−w, f−w) = (zw, fw)Ψw
are isometries. Indeed, the homogeneous system of linear equations{
G−w = Ψ
T
wGwΨw, w ∈ W∑
w∈∂v lw = 0, v ∈ V
LS1(M)
has a nontrivial solution
Gw =
 xw lw
lTw Gv
 , w ∈ ∂v, v ∈ V.
Let c (M, (z, f)) — be corank of the linear system (the number of its variables
minus its rank). Note that a homogeneous linear system has a nontrivial
solution iff its corank is positive.
Theorem 3.1. The integer c (M, (z, f)) does not depend on the choice of the
basis (z, f).
Proof. If we change Waldhausen bases in blocks of M then the matrix A
of LS1(M) changes to a matrix AH , where H is nonsingular matrix.
So c (M) = c (M, (z, f)) is a topological invariant of M . Note, that if
c(M) ≤ 0 then M does not admit geometrization.
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Lemma 3.2. If M is a n-dimensional generalized graph manifold M then
c(M) ≥ (n− 1)|W∂|+
(n− 2)(n− 3)
2
· |V | −
(n− 1)(n− 4)
4
· |W |.
Proof. By direct calculation with using the obvious inequality between
the rank and the number of equations in the linear system.
If n = 3, 4 then c(M) > 0 for any n-dimensional generalized graph mani-
fold M . So the obstruction to geometrization vanishes.
4 The second obstruction
Let M be a n-dimensional generalized graph manifold, let Mv, Mv′ be
blocks in M and let ψw : Tw → T−w be the gluing map (here w ∈ ∂v,
−w ∈ ∂v′). Assume that M has a geometrization (as it described in 2.2).
Then the induced maps Ψw : (Lw, βw)→ (L−w, β−w)
(z−w, f−w) = (zw, fw)Ψw
are isometries.
Let n > 3. Then the intersection
Iw = Ψ−w(ι
−w
v′ Fv′) ∩ ι
w
v Fv
is non-empty (n− 3)-dimensional sublattice in Lw. The restriction
Ψw|Iw : (Iw, βw|Iw)→ (I−w, β−w|I−w)
must be isometry. Let
Ψw =
(
aw bw
cw dw
)
be the matrix in some Waldhausen bases, and let Pw be a nonzero (n− 2)×
(n− 3) matrix of rank n− 3 s.t. bwPw = 0. The equality f−w = zwbw + fwdw
implies f−wPw = fwdwPw. The vectors consist a basis of Iw ≃ I−w, so we
have
P Tw (Gv′ − d
T
wGvdw)Pw = 0 LS2(M)
Let c′(M, (z, f)) — be corank of the linear system (the number of its variables
minus its rank). Note that a linear system has a nontrivial solution iff its
corank is positive.
The following two proposition are proved in the same way as 3.1 and 3.2.
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Theorem 4.1. The integer c′(M, (z, f)) does not depend on the choice of the
basis (z, f).
So c′(M) = c′(M, (z, f)) is a topological invariant of M . Note, that if
c′(M) ≤ 0 then M does not admit geometrization.
Lemma 4.2. If M is a n-dimensional generalized graph manifold M and
n > 3 then
c′(M) ≥
(n− 2)(n− 1)
2
· |V | −
(n− 3)(n− 2)
4
· |W |.
5 The example
Let M be a generalized graph manifold with one boundary torus pasted
from one block M1 = S × T
2 (here S is an oriented surface with 7 boundary
circles) along gluing maps ψi : Ti → T−i, i = 1, 2, 3, where
∂M1 =
3⋃
i=−3
Ti , and Ψi =
 1 1 i− 10 1 1
0 3 2
 , i = 1, 2, 3
(in some Waldhausen basis). Note, that c′(M) ≥ 0 (lemma 4.2)
Theorem 5.1. The generalized graph manifold M with boundary ∂M = T0
does not admit a geometrization.
Proof. The linear system LS2(M) is
P Ti (Gv − d
T
i Gvdi)Pi = 0, i = 1, 2, 3 (∗)
where
di =
(
1 1
3 2
)
, and Pi =
(
i− 2
3i− 1
)
.
So, the system (∗) can be presented as follows:
(15i2−52i+45)x+(66i2−232i+204)y+(72i2−258i+231)z = 0, i = 1, 2, 3.
(here x, y, z are entries of Gv). The matrix of (∗) is
A =
 8 38 451 4 3
24 102 105

and rank of A is 3, so c′(M) = 0. Therefore the manifold M does not admit
a geometrization. 
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